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webRTC.ventures is a team that gets things
done and an overall pleasure to work with and
interact with on a daily basis.
Ben Hose, Co-Founder, CTO
TripDoctor

Why webRTC.ventures?
We selected webRTC.ventures because we were looking to
develop a web application and platform that utilized
telemedicine to connect travelers and doctors. Over 4 months,
we conducted an extensive vetting process and analysis of
hundreds of potential technology & development partners.
During the search, we reached out to the TokBox team, the
leading technology provider of WebRTC services, and they
provided us with a short list of recommended developers,
including webRTC.ventures.

We decided to work with webRTC.ventures because of the
quality of their previous work (in the WebRTC and web
application space) and the ease of communication from the
executive team down to each individual member of the
development teams. Development and project costs were very
competitive with other quality ﬁrms.

The entire webRTC.ventures team has been very
collaborative, supportive, and ﬂexible in meeting the
needs of technology startups.

Rate Us!
From 1 to 3, how would you rate your experience with us?

1

With 1 being the best, I
would rate working with
webRTC.ventures a 1.
They have been able to deliver
on all of our development needs
and help us bring our
technology to the marketplace.
As we build out an in-house
development team, we will
continue to utilize the
webRTC.ventures team for
thought leadership,
development, and support in
future product development.

1

With 1 being the best, I would
rate webRTC.ventures a 1 in
solving our pain points.
During the MVP application
development process, we made
many pivots in the core features
and functionality of our product.
The webRTC.ventures team was
very agile in meeting our
development needs and helping
us overcome any challenges in
building our robust application.

Achievements
We have been able to release a Beta version of our
application and are preparing for launch of our services
across 5 countries and 25+ cities next month. We have
been able to onboard providers and organizations onto
our platform across these 5 countries and are in the
process of closing on an additional round of seed
funding. We are also actively engaged in partnership
discussions with multiple stakeholder groups and
enterprise level customers as a result.

webRTC.ventures exceeded our
expectations in terms of cost, quality of
developers, communication, and project
management abilities.

If you need application design and development services
for your business, contact us!

